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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
HENRY G. VoIGHT, OF NEW BRITAIN, CONNECTICUT. 

s LOCK. 

1,040,966. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented Oct. 8, 1912. 
Application filed August 26, 1911. Serial No. 646,260. 

To all whom, it may concern: 
Be it known that I, HENRY G. VoIGHT, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at 
New Britain, Hartford county, State of 
Connecticut, have invented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Locks, of which the 
following is a full, clear, and exact descrip 
tion. - 

My invention relates to locks and latches, 
The object of my invention is to produce 

a lock of the so-called unit type, that is, a 
lock in which the several parts, including 
knobs, escutcheons, etc., may be assembled 
independently of the door to which the lock 
is applied, for the purposes of perfecting 
the various adjustments at the factory. In 
such a lock I have devised improvements 
whereby the same may be very quickly ap 
plied to a door, the mortises therein being 
formed with a single tool, such as a bit or 
auger. 
Various other advantages and improve 

ments will be apparent to a mechanic skilled 
in this art by a reading of the following de 
Scription: 

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a plan view, 
partly in section, of my improved lock as it 
would appear in place on a door. Fig. 2 
is a longitudinal section through substan 
tially the center of the lock showing cer 
tain parts in elevation, saidsection being in 
a plane at a right angle to the plane of 
Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a longitudinal section of 
a detail. Fig. 4 is a cross section on the 
plane of the line a-ac, Fig. 3. Figs. 5, 6, 
7 and 8 each show two different views of 
different details. 

1 represents the edge of a door, as shown. 
The mortise for the lock is formed by bor 
ing only two holes in the door stile. One hole is bored transversely through the door 
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stile, the axis thereof being coincident with 
the axis of the knobs. The other hole is 
bored into the edge of the door stile so as 
to intersect the middle of the transverse bore 
first referred to. 

2 represents a bolt, in this instance a 
spring latch bolt. 
3 represents a face plate through which 

the bolt 2 passes. The face plate may be 
of any suitable design. 

4, is a cylindrical guide, and carrier for 
the bolt 2. The bolt2 is arranged to recipro 
cate in the carrier 4. 

5 is a spring within the carrier, and ar 
ranged to project the bolt 2. 

6 is a block on the latch slide 6. The tail 
7 is the tail of the bolt. The tail of the 
bolt is adjusted in connection with the block 
6 by being threaded therein. 

8 is a lock nut. 
The carrier 4 screws into the cylindrical 

main body or frame 9 and projects radially 
therefrom. The length of the carrier 4 and 
the adjustment of the latch 2 determines the 
“Set back of the lock. The frame 9 is 
provided at one end with a side plate 10. 

11 is a rose or knob bearing adapted to 
the passage through the plate 10. 

12 is a knob rotatably mounted in the 
rose 11. 

13 is a frame in the form of a side plate 
which is arranged to sland on the opposite 
side of the door from the plate 10. This 
plate is adjustable to and fro relatively to 
plate 10 by Screws which are merely shown 
in section at 14-14, Fig. 2. 
15-15 is a knob which stands opposite 

the knob 12. 
16 is a rose bearing for the knob 15, said 

bearing being mounted in the plate 13. 
Any suitable adjustable connection may 

be provided between the knobs 12-15 
whereby there will be no interference in the 
adjustment of the side plates 10-13 to 
Ward and from each other. As shown in 
the drawings, the knob 15 in this case 
represents the outside door knob and may 
be provided with the usual key controlled 
mechanism inclosed therein, the same be 
ing indicated in dotted outline. 
controlled locking mechanism is designed to 
control the operation of one roll back, in 
this instance indicated at 17. The knobs 
12-15 may control respectively the roll 
backs 1819. The roll-back 19 may have 
at one side thereof a notch or locking re 
cess 19 (see Fig. 8). 
20 is a locking dog, the nose of which is 

adapted to be projected into the notch 19 
whenever desired to prevent the turning 
of the outer knob 15. The dog. 20 may be 
mounted in any suitable way at the inner 
side of the lock where it is accessible from 
the inside of the door for manual manipula 
tion. The particular method of mount 
ing this dog is immaterial, although in this 
particular instance it is shown as mounted 
to slide upon the inner surface of the inside 
side plate 10, the same being slotted at 10 
to permit a projection from the slide 20 to 
pass through said slot so as to be provided 
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with a suitable operating button to receive 
finger pressure, said operating button be: 
ing indicated in dotted lines at 20°. 

21 is a spring pressed detent for fric 
tionally holding the dog in either the “in” 
or the “out” position. . - 

. . It will be observed that th guide 4 is 
always held in definite position relative to 
the knob 12 by reason of the fact that both 
the guide and the knob 12 are held in defi 
nite spaced relation by the main body or 
frame 9, hence the entire adjustment for 
the purposes of associating the lock with 
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doors of different thicknesses is effected 
through the shifting of the outer side plate 
and the outer knob and associated parts. 
The roll-backs 17, 18 and 19 are all ar 

ranged to operate independently, hence, 
when the otter knob 15 is locked, the latch 
bolt 2 may still be operated by the inner 
knob 12 or by the key controlled roll 
back 17. . ... 
What I claim is: , , 
1. In a lock of the character described, in 

combination, a main frame embodying a cy. 
lindrical casing, a knob bearing at one end 
of said casing, a knob mounted therein hav 
ing a spindle, a threaded bore formed in said 
casing transversely thereof, a bolt slide and 
coöperating roll back mechanism carried by 
said frame, said frame and its associated parts forming, an assembled unit adapted 
to be secured to and inserted in one side of 
a door, a side plate having a knob bearing 
and a knob and spindle mounted therein, 
adapted to be secured to the opposite side of 
the door and arranged to be alined with and 
operatively connected to the parts of said 
main frame, said plate and its associated 
parts forming a second and independent as 
sembled unit adapted to be inserted in the 
opposite side of said door independently of 
said first assembled. unit, a cylindrical bolt 
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guide having its end formed for threaded 
engagement with said casing bore to extend 
radially from Said casing, and a bolt ar 
ranged within said guide having its end 

for threaded engagement with said 
slide. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

2. In a lock of the character described, 
incombination, a main frame embodying a cylindrical casing, a knob bearing at one end 
of said casing, a knob mounted therein hav 
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ing a spindle extending through said casing, 
a threaded bore formed in said casing trans 
versely thereof, a cylindrical bolt guide hav 
ing its end in threaded- engagement. with 
Said, bore and extending radially, from its 
casing, a bolt slide within said casing, a 
bolt arranged within Said guide having its 
end in threaded engagement with said side, 
roll back mechanism positioned to engage 
said slide to operate said bolt, a side plate 
arranged to be alined with and adjustably 
connected to said main frame, a knob-bear 

to a second roll back and key 

1,040,966 
ing carried by said plate and a knob and 
spindle mounted therein and adjustable with Said plate, said knob spindles being oper 
atively connected with said roll back mech 
anism. 

3. In a lock of the character described, in 70 
combination, a main frame embodying a cy 
lindrical casing, a knob bearing at one end 
of Said casing, a knob mounted therein hay 
ing a spindle, a threaded bore formed in said casing transversely thereof, a bolt slide 
and two coöperating roll backs carried by . 
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said frame, said frame and its associated 
parts forming an assembled unit, a side. 
plate having a knob bearing and a knob 
and spindle mounted thereon adapted to be 

80 
secured to the opposite side of the door, said 
parts forming a second assembled unit, 
threaded aliningpins carried by Said main : frame and engaging and adjustably spacing 
said side plate and its associated parts there 
from; the spindle of said second assembled 
unit having an adjustable connection with 
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one of said roll backs, a cylindrical bolt - 
guide having its end formed for threaded 
engagement with said casing, and a bolt ar 

slide. In a lock of the character described, in 
combination, a main frame embodying a 
cylindrical casing, a knob bearing at one 
end of said casing, a knob mounted therein 
having a spindle, a threaded bore formed in 
said casing transversely thereof, a bolt slide 
and three coöperating roll backs carried by 
said frame, said frame and its associated 
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ranged within said guide having its end 
formed for threaded engagement with said 
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parts forming an assembled unit, a side 
plate having a knob bearing and a knob and 
Spindle mounted thereon adapted to be se 
cured to the opposite side of the door, said 
parts forming a second assembled unit, 
threaded alining pins carried by said main 
frame and engaging and adjustably spacing 
said side plate and its associated parts 
therefrom, the spindle of said second assem bled unit having an adjustable connection 
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with a roll back, the spindle of said first 
mentioned unit being operatively connected 

' ' controlled 

mechanism for operating the third roll back. 
115 

5. A sectional unit lock of the character described comprising two complemental and 
assembled sections adapted to be inserted as 
independent unitary structures through op- s 
posite sides of a bore extending transversely 
through a door, each sectional unit embody 
ing a supporting frame having a knob and 
a knob Spindle mounted therein, one of said 
sectional units carrying a bolt slide and roll 
back mechanism, and said complemental sec 
tions being automatically and operatively 
connected when so inserted in said trans 
Verse bore; and a third and independent sec 
tional unit adapted to be inserted through 
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a bore, in said door extending longitudinally 
thereof and intersecting said first named 
bore, said third sectional unit embodying an 
assembled bolt guide and bolt and said bolt 
being constructed and arranged to be ad 
justably and operatively connected to said 
bolt slide. " . 

6. A sectional unit lock of the character 
described comprising two complemental and 
assembled sections adapted to be mounted as 
independent unitary structures upon oppo 
site sides of a door and to be inserted within 
a bore formed therein and extending trans 
versely therethrough, each sectional unit 
embodying a supporting frame having a 
knob and a knob spindle mounted therein, 
one of said sectional units having a cylin 
drical body portion fitting within said bore 
and carrying. a plurality of roll-backs, and 
a bolt-slide within said cylindrical body por 
tion and in operative connection with said 
roll-backs, and said sectional units and the 
operating mechanism carried thereby being 
constructed and arranged for relative aline 

tively connected when so inserted an 
adjustment and automatically and ept 

8. 

justed; a third sectional unit adapted to be 
inserted through a bore in said door extend 
ing, longitudinally thereof and intersecting 
said first named bore, said cylindrical body 
portion having an aperture therein posi 
tioned for alinement with said bolt guide 
when the parts are mounted, and said bolt guide adjustably engaging said cylindrical 
body portion and having a bolt slidably 
mounted therein and constructed and ar 
ranged to extend through the aperture in 
said cylindrical body portion and to be ad 
justably, and operatively connected to the 
bolt slide therewithin; and means whereby 
said two complemental sectional units may 
be adjusted relative to and in alinement 
with each other to accommodate said parts 
to doors of different thicknesses. 

HENRY G. WOIGHT. 
Witnesses: . 

GWENDoLINE A. JACKSON, 
EDWARD B. ALLING. 
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